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Insights from the 14 billion word iWeb corpus. Linguistic Research 36(1), 1-34. The iWeb
corpus contains nearly 14 billion words from 22 million web pages, and it has been
designed in a way that allows users to quickly and easily create “Virtual Corpora”,
in order to focus on websites that are related to their areas of interest. The data from
this very large corpus provides very detailed information on syntactic, morphological,
lexical, and semantic phenomena, in ways that would never be possible with a small
100 million or 500 million word corpus. In addition, the corpus provides a number
of features that are not available with other large corpora, such as the ability to perform
advanced searches of the top 60,000 words in the corpus, and to see a wealth of information
on each of these words – definitions, links to images and audio, translations, detailed
frequency information, related topics, collocates, word clusters, re-sortable concordance
lines, and much more. Finally, we discuss the challenges of large corpora, and how
the corpus architecture that is used for iWeb has uniquely been designed to address
these challenges. (Brigham Young University · Kyung Hee University)
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1. Introduction
Advances in technology have made possible very large corpora that would
have been unthinkable even 10-15 years ago. With access to the right hardware
and software, it is now possible to scrape billions of words of data from the
Web and create a corpus that can be used to research a wide range of linguistic
phenomena. As we will see, this extremely rich data can then be used to answer
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basic questions about language variation, in ways that would be quite impossible
with smaller 100 million or 500 million word corpora.
This paper will deal with the iWeb (“Intelligent Web”) corpus, which was
created as part of the BYU suite of corpora, and which was released in
mid-2018. Section 2 briefly discusses the composition of the corpus and the steps
that were followed to create the corpus. Sections 3-4 provide several examples of
how the rich data from iWeb can be used to examine syntactic, morphological,
lexical, and semantic phenomena that cannot really be studied with much
smaller 100 million or 500 million word corpora. Section 5 discusses why size is
not everything, and why it is also necessary to take into account the corpus
architecture, to create large corpora that are actually usable. Section 6 shows
how data from large corpora can provide useful “word-level” information, which
can be used for teaching and learning. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the main
findings of the paper.

2. Creating the iWeb corpus
There are three sets of very large, 10+ billion word corpora. The first are the
Sketch Engine corpora, which are available for many different languages
(https://www.sketchengine.eu). The second are the “Corpora from the Web”
corpora (https://www.webcorpora.org). The third corpus that is 10 billion words
in size or larger is the iWeb corpus, which was released in mid-2018, and which
joins several other billion word corpora from corpus.byu.edu.
The iWeb corpus contains about 14 billion words in 22,388,141 web pages
from 94,391 websites. Unlike other large web-based corpora, iWeb was created
by focusing on particular websites, rather than just scraping data from web
pages on random websites. The following are the steps that the first author
followed to create the iWeb corpus which was created by the first author alone.
1. Data were downloaded from Alexa.com (created by Amazon) on the top
1,000,000 websites from throughout the world, and their list is based on
the number of users of these websites.
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2. For each of these one million websites, the Alexa data were used to find
what percentage of the users are from the US, Canada, Ireland, the UK,
Australia, and New Zealand. The idea was to use websites that would
mainly be in English, as opposed to websites from India or Nigeria or
Singapore (or obviously China or Japan or Russia), where they might
contain material from other languages.
3. For each of the top 200,000 websites (from step #2), the URLs from
searches on either Google or Bing were obtained (and stored in a relational
database). The author basically just searched for web pages containing the
word “of” from each of these websites, and (because nearly every page
will have the word “of”), Google and Bing yielded “random” web pages
from each of these websites. Because Google will block repeated queries
from the same IP address (somewhat less of a problem with Bing), these
searches were very slow and methodical (to “stay below their radar”), and
it took approximately three months to get all of the 27,000,000+ URLs.
4. All of the web pages for each of these websites were then downloaded,
using custom software written by Spencer Davies in the Go programming
language. It took about three days (using five different machines) to
download the (approximately) 27 million web pages (at about 100 pages
per second).
5. Approximately 30,000 of the 200,000 websites (from #3) were eliminated
from the corpus, because of one of the following:

▪ These were what might be called “transaction” websites, where there is
little if any publicly-available data from “static” web pages. Examples might
be VPN sites, torrent sites, or sites that require users to log in or to do a
specific search to see pretty much anything else. For example, think of
Google itself. 99.9% of anything valuable from Google will be the results for
a specific search, not a static web page at www.google.com. So a list of
random URLs (for static web pages) from www.google.com would not be
very useful.
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▪ Websites that were blocked by the proxy server at BYU. The vast majority
of these were porn sites, although there were a few for gambling, “hate
speech”, proxy avoidance, and other “blocked” sites.
6. JusText was used to remove “boilerplate” material (headers, footers, sidebars,
etc), and then each of the pages was tagged with the CLAWS 7 tagger.
7. At this point, there were about 170,000 websites. To obtain websites that
had enough words and web pages to get a good sampling of the language
from the website, the first author set a minimum threshold of 10,000 words
in at least 30 different web pages from each website, and this eliminated
another 65,000 websites, leaving about 105,000 websites.
8. Repeated tests and procedures were then performed to find duplicate web
pages and phrases. The author searched for duplicate n-grams (primarily
11-grams), looking for long strings of words that are repeated, such as
“This newspaper is copyrighted by Company_X. You are not permitted...” ( = 11
words, including punctuation). The author ran these searches many times,
in many different ways, trying to find and eliminate duplicate texts, as
well as duplicate strings within different texts. Because there is a great deal
of duplicate material on web pages (even after running programs like
JusText), this eliminated approximately 10,600 more websites that had less
than 10,000 words or 30 web pages.
9. After all of these steps, the final output was 94,391 websites (each with a
minimum of 10,000 words and 30 web pages), for a total of about 14
billion words from 22,388,141 web pages.
In other large web-based corpora, the websites are essentially “random”, and the
vast majority of websites might contain just a handful of web pages that were
scooped up as the list of URLs was generated from links on other pages, and
which means that users cannot search by the website itself. But because of the
systematic, principled way in which the websites were selected for iWeb, there is
an average of 245 web pages and 140,000 words for each of the 94,391 websites.
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And because of the underling architecture of the corpus, users can quickly and
easily create Virtual Corpora to search by website, and to find the websites that
refer the most to a particular word, phrase, or even topic, which is discussed
more in Section 5.

3. The advantages of very large corpora for syntax and morphology
Very large corpora – such as iWeb – can provide insight into linguistic
variation that would not be possible with smaller 100 million or 500 million
word corpora. In this section we will consider a number of syntactic
constructions where the large amount of data from iWeb allows us to look at the
interaction of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics in ways that probably would not
be possible with these smaller corpora.
First, consider “auxiliary stacking”. English can have three auxiliaries (four, if
modals are added), as in examples like the following from iWeb:
(1) a. some managers have been being trained to act as guards.
b. Let's face it, problems have been being solved as long as man has been
faced with them.
c. This tried and true line of car care products have been being used by
the professionals for years.
d. but I may just have been being a bit of a bratty kid.
e. The result would have been being sent to do forced labor in Siberia.
f. It could have been being physically, sexually, emotionally or verbally
abused by an adult.
This is quite an infrequent construction in English, in large part because the
main verb has to be amenable to use with the passive and the perfect and the
progressive, and there needs to be some situation in which all three of these
modality, aspects, and voices are all important at the same time.
There are only two tokens with three consecutive auxiliary verbs (leaving
aside modals) in the 100 million word British National Corpus (BNC), both for
different types (distinct strings of words). In the Corpus of Contemporary
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American English (COCA), there are 16 tokens with 15 different types. But
because of the relatively small number of tokens, none of these types have three
or more tokens, which means that it is hard to determine which types of main
verbs would occur most with this construction. For example, is there something
in terms of the event structure of the main verb that the following have in
common: have been being used, have been being trained, have been being thrown, have been
being skinned, have been being set, have been being handled, and have been being charged?
With so few tokens for each type (2 for the first string and 1 for all of the
others), it is quite difficulty to detect any patterns.
But in iWeb there are 637 tokens, 384 types, and 51 of these 384 types have
three tokens or more. The most common strings are has been being used (25
tokens), have been being used (24), have been being made (15), have been being treated
(13), has been being worked (8), 've been being treated (7), have been being paid (7), have
been being built (6), and the following strings that occur five times each: 've been
being told, has been being built, has been being groomed, has been being played, have been
being attacked, have been being printed, or have been being taken. Once we have a list of
these strings that occur multiple times, we can begin to ask questions about the
underlying semantic composition of the strings. For example, is there something
special about the events expressed by use, treat, or build, which would cause them
to be so much more common in a construction that involves perfect +
progressive + passive? We will leave it to others to consider this question, but
the point is that without a large amount of data from a very large corpus, this
is the type of issue that we could not otherwise even begin to consider.
A second example is the “into VERB-ing” construction, shown in the
following examples from iWeb:
(2) a. kidney disease can fool you into thinking things are ok for a while.
b. but don't let it force you into buying a more expensive flight.
c. he lured me into making an application but I never got even to the
interview stage
There are at least 15 different verbs that occur in iWeb that do not occur even
once in the BNC (100 million words), COCA (560 million words), or Corpus of
Global Web-based English (GloWbE; 2 billion words), including stress (18 tokens
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in iWeb), enroll 16, break 11, rationalize 10, wow 10, punish 9, pride 9, raise 8, instigate
8, bias 8, engineer 8, antagonize 7, manifest 7, exalt 7, solicit 7, plug 6.
But what does it matter that the construction occurs with certain verbs in
iWeb but not in the other corpora? The importance is that some of these new
verbs can signal more general semantic shifts that are taking place. For example,
Kim and Davies (2016) and Davies and Kim (2018) show that in the 1800s and
the first half of the 1900s, virtually all of the verbs were “negative” verbs like
fool, force, or lure (shown above), or at the very least “neutral” verbs like lead (and
I kind of led her into saying no). Just within the last 30-40 years, however, extremely
rare cases of “positive” verbs have begun to appear, which suggests an
interesting semantic evolution of the construction.
Due to its large size, we find a number of similar cases in iWeb. A number
of different positive verbs occur at least six times in the corpus, as in the
following examples with wow, pride, and enthuse. There are probably another 30-40
distinct positive verbs that occur with “into VERB-ing” in iWeb at least once.
(3) a. fans of precious series will usually give reboot a chance to wow them
into liking it.
b. If Samsung is trying to wow us into trusting it again, it's done a pretty
good job
c. We pride ourselves into putting good people into a great business.
d. These three things are something that I pride myself into proving and
achieving by going above and beyond to exceed your expectations.
e. Phil took on the role … which has enthused him into moving forward
with the latest models.
f. Peter had enthused them into thinking they had seen the Master.
Another very recent shift with the construction is what we have called the
“indirect causative”. In a typical case like John talked Mary into going to the movies,
there is a fairly “tight” semantic link between John’s talking Mary about
something and her doing it. But just within the last 10-20 years, very sporadic
cases have begun to emerge in which the pragmatic linkage is much less direct.
Consider the following from iWeb:
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(4) a. They also automatically enrolled me into receiving and charging me for
another product.
b. my #1 strategy for talking to potential clients so they practically enroll
themselves into working for you
c. Hopefully this policy manifests itself into retrofitting protected bike
lanes.
d. behavioural issues which a lot of times manifests itself into using drink
or drugs
e. given the unwillingness of the much-vaunted Rivaldo to raise himself
into threatening us in the slightest
f. when the lower part of him has become so evolved that it raises itself
into becoming at one with the higher part of himself
g. that now has adapted employees into becoming an integral part of
marketing
h. the mind … has adapted itself into remembering important events
In iWeb we are able to very quickly find four different verbs that allow for this
more indirect reading, each with six tokens or more. And there are probably
another 20-30 different verbs that have just two or three tokens, and perhaps
hundreds of other “indirect causation” verbs that occur just once. Compare this
to COCA, where there are only 5-6 tokens altogether, and none in the BNC.
Again, the rich data from iWeb provides supporting evidence for very recent,
very low-frequency changes that may signal more general shifts with the
construction.
A third construction where there is interesting data from the large iWeb
corpus is with the “way” construction (see Israel 1996 and Goldberg 1997).
(5) a. Make your way through the castles by picking up items.
b. I'm working my way through those massive piles of book.
c. all the potential elements that would find their way into our story
d. One of the best and least known features which has made its way onto
the Galaxy S8
It would presumably be helpful to have more than just a few tokens with a
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given “way construction” verb, in order to discover how idiomatically the
construction is being used. Assuming at least 10-20 tokens with a given string
(e.g. make your way through or find their way into), we find that there are 47 strings
with a frequency of 10 tokens in the BNC, and only 11 strings with a token
frequency of 20. In COCA it is 328 strings (10 tokens) and 140 strings (20
tokens), respectively. But it is of course much richer in iWeb, where there are
3,683 distinct strings that occur at least 10 times, and 1,999 strings for 20 tokens.
In terms of the ever-extending boundaries of the “way construction”, the
most interesting strings are those that occur in iWeb, but not in smaller corpora
like the BNC and COCA. For example, there are 361 different strings that occur
at least 10 times in iWeb, which do not occur even once in the 560 million word
COCA corpus. These verbs include the following: network (146 tokens in iWeb),
cruise 144, print 116, roar 104, travel 93, solve 87, putt 74, mash 71, inflate 69, browse
67, dive 66, traverse 66, rationalize 65, and blog 65, e.g.:
(6) a. start networking your way into the industry or field that you want to
move into
b. Greece could leave the Euro and attempt to print its way out of
excessive debt.
c. The best part about the game is solving your way through the tense
scenarios.
d. if you decide to dive your way into finding hair growth products
e. Secrets for Blogging Your Way to a Six-Figure Income
A fourth syntactic construction involves the contrast between [to V] and [V-ing]
complements (see Rohdenburg 2009, Vosberg 2003, Mair 2002, and Rudanko
2000). In addition to looking at the overall “macro-level” shift towards [V-ing]
complements over time, we can also focus on “micro-level” shifts with particular
verbs (e.g. start to walk / start walking; love to watch them / love watching them) and
adjectives (e.g. crucial to understand the problem / crucial to understanding the problem).
For example, Rudanko (2012) focuses on the one particular adjective prone to
examine minutely how the shift from [to V] to [V-ing] has been spreading over
the last 20-30 years.
In a “small” 100 million word corpus like the BNC there are 154 tokens of
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[to V] and 70 tokens of [V-ing] with prone, and there are 862 tokens of [to V]
with prone in COCA and 552 with [V-ing]. This may seem like enough tokens,
but the problem comes when we start looking at the individual verbs with
which prone occurs. If things are slowly shifting from [to V] to [V-ing], then it
may be that this is slowly spreading from one type of verb to another (for
example, a particular event structure. But in this case, we might be looking at
100 different verbs, and now the 224 token tokens from the BNC are far too few
to compare what is happening with the different verbs.
In the case of iWeb, however, we have extremely rich data. There are 22,965
tokens of [to V] and 22, 949 tokens of [V-ing] with the one single adjective prone.
This large number of tokens means that we can in fact compare what is
happening with a particular verb, such as prone to develop / developing, prone to
break / breaking, or prone to fall / falling. This large number of tokens is also useful
when we start examining the “verbs” one by one, and discover that a great
many of them are actually nouns that have been mistagged as verb (e.g. it is
prone to rust / wear / dry (rot) / rot).
Table 1 shows the frequency of [to V] (prone to develop) and [V-ing] (prone to
developing) with the top eleven verbs in iWeb, and then the corresponding
numbers for COCA and the BNC.
Table 1. prone + [to V] and [V-ing]
prone +

iWeb
to_V

iWeb
V-ing

get
develop
make
break
fall
cause
believe
give
go
think
forget

525
754
374
335
196
175
136
117
117
116
113

1505
1292
704
889
411
178
67
171
182
65
95

%
iWeb
V-ing
74%
63%
65%
73%
68%
50%
33%
59%
61%
36%
46%

COCA
to_V

COCA
V-ing

10
18
17
6
1
6
8
6
8
6
3

19
20
23
9
12
2
1
6
3
2
1

%
COCA
V-ing
66%
53%
58%
60%
92%
25%
11%
50%
27%
25%
25%

BNC
to V
1
4
4
3
1
1
1
2
1

BNC
V-ing

3
1
1

1

1
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In a “small” corpus like the BNC, such a study would of course be impossible
– there just aren’t enough tokens. Even in the 560 million word COCA corpus,
there is probably only enough data to look at 4-5 different verbs. The data from
Table 1 shows that [V-ing] is more common than [to V] in COCA with get,
develop, make, break, and fall, but some of this is based on just 12-15 tokens with
a given verb; 3-4 tokens the other way and we would come up with quite
different results. In other words, with the COCA data (and even much more the
data from the BNC), we are left wondering whether the data is “noise” that is
due to chance. But with iWeb we have hundreds of tokens with each of these
verbs, which helps to validate the data from COCA. And in some cases like
cause (e.g. prone to cause / causing) and forget (e.g. prone to forget / forgetting), the
data from iWeb shows that the shift towards [V-ing] is actually twice as
advanced as with the fragmentary data in COCA (and virtually non-existent data
in the BNC).
As a fifth syntactic construction, consider [BE so not ADJ] as in the
following:
(7) a. But do you know what? We are so Not invisible!
b. and I am so not comfortable with blog reader sites using my content
on Pinterest
c. None of this jives and he is so not spiritual. How do I know this?
d. I'm neither a vegan nor not drinking. I was so not pregnant. But this
is unbelievable.
Stange (2017) confirms that intuitions of most native speakers of English, who
would say that the construction is very informal, and that it is definitely
increasing over time. The BNC is too old and too small to have any tokens of
the construction. In COCA there are 77 tokens with 49 different types. This data
shows that the construction is definitely more common in the informal genres
like Spoken and Fiction, and that it is increasing over time (although the small
numbers for 2015-2017 leaves very recent changes a bit tentative).
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Figure 1. BE so not ADJ construction in COCA

But if the question is what adjectives occur most with the construction, COCA
may not have enough data. There are only two strings that have a frequency of
more than three tokens: is so not true and [it]’s so not true. There are other
adjective like funny, fair, true, and soothing, but the token counts are very low.
In iWeb, there are 1,379 tokens with 456 types, and most importantly, 98 of
these occur three times or more. In total, there are 281 different adjectives that
occur with the construction, with the most frequent being true (187 tokens), ready
87, alone 86, cool 63, good 62, fair 56, only 43, fun 41, right 40, funny 34, sure 32,
interested 25, okay 20, used 18, happy 17, surprised 16, normal 15, scary 14, necessary 13,
sexy 13, easy 12, perfect 12, crafty 12, and ok 12. As can be seen here, nearly all of
these adjectives are evaluative or emotive, rather than descriptive or categorial (#
it is so not green, # he was so not social). But only iWeb has the rich data to confirm
these intuitions.
The preceding five examples considered syntactic phenomena in which
billions of words of data provide insight into the interaction of syntactic and
semantic phenomena, in ways that would not be possible with smaller corpora.
Let us now consider briefly two examples of how very large corpora like iWeb
can provide rich data on morphological variation.
First, consider something as basic as morphological variation with different
verb forms. For example, Table 2 shows the frequency in both iWeb and COCA
for competing forms of the past participle (e.g. this has proven / proved). (Note that
the verbs are arranged in ascending order of frequency of the two forms in
COCA.) In this table, for example, iWeb has 2114 and 1434 tokens (respectively)
for the two forms of strive: HAVE strived and HAVE striven.
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Table 2. Competing forms of past participles
Verb
saw
shear
sow
strive
speed
sew
shave
thrive
bite
swell
wake
drink
shrunk
beat
strike
prove
show

Form 1
sawed
sheared
sowed
strived
speeded
sewed
shaved
thrived
bit
swelled
waked
drank
shrunk
beat
stricken
proved
showed

Form 2
sawn
shorn
sown
striven
sped
sewn
shaven
thriven
bitten
swollen
woken
drunk
shrunken
beaten
struck
proven
shown

iWeb
87
327
291
2114
308
198
1931
5032
1375
2205
134
1950
8845
4113
276
53306
8327

111
100
2010
1434
1510
1851
71
45
3418
2422
4629
4705
385
19570
17370
110034
293060

COCA
22
33
12
62
40
29
258
361
56
310
41
42
940
351
19
3531
492

0
17
93
77
109
133
3
0
339
169
491
550
31
1371
1837
3280
14956

iWeb #1 COCA #1
0.44
1.00
0.77
0.66
0.13
0.11
0.60
0.45
0.17
0.27
0.10
0.18
0.96
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.29
0.14
0.48
0.65
0.03
0.08
0.29
0.07
0.96
0.97
0.17
0.20
0.02
0.01
0.33
0.52
0.03
0.03

For many of the verbs, the data from COCA is probably sufficient. Most of the
verbs (with the exception of have sawn/sawed and have shorn/sheared) have 100
tokens or more in COCA. But the interesting cases (5 of the 17 verbs) are those
where the data from iWeb is quite different from COCA. In the case of the verbs
sew, saw, bit, speed, and drink (bolded in Table 2), the relative percentage of the
two forms (the rightmost two columns) is quite different in iWeb and COCA.
And in each of these five cases, there are 9 to 13 times as many tokens in iWeb
as in COCA, which allows use to be even more confident that the data is
accurately modeling what is going on in the language.
Let us consider one other example where iWeb provides rich data on
morphology, in this case morphological creativity. Table 3 shows the data for
seven different suffixes and prefixes in English. In each case, a handful of
interesting forms are shown, as well as the number of types (distinct forms) in
iWeb, COCA, and the BNC. In each case, the table shows the total number of
types followed by the number of types that occur more than once (which shows
that the form is not just a strange “once-off” token in some random text). For
example, there are 764 distinct *calypse words in iWeb, and 297 of these occur
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two times or more.

*calypse
*geddon
*fest
*athon
*phobia
smart*
*sexual*

Table 3. Morphological / lexical creativity
iWeb forms
iWeb (tot / f>1)
clownpocalypse, memepocalypse,
764; 297
grandmapacalypse, cringepocalypse
snowmageddon, rockmageddon,
517; 210
popupgeddon, datamageddon
sneezefest, jackfest; thirstoberfest,
5822; 3160
gropefest, donutfest, flopfest
bonkathon, kissathon, relaxathon,
1426; 647
subscribathon, slugathon, snoreathon
bathophobia, repairophobia, emotophobia, 2047; 960
kinkphobia; pancakeaphobia
smartflush, smartlease, smartshade,
11203; 5529
smartwrap, smartkarma
lumbersexuality, sexualninja, omnisexuals, 5269; 1811
spiritual-sexual, robotsexual

COCA
30; 11

BNC
2; 1

18; 5

4; 2

547; 216

39; 18

95; 33

22; 11

189; 70

37; 19

556; 237

80; 38

619; 207

144; 51

As can be observed here, the difference in the amount of data is quite striking.
On average there are 17 times as many types (distinct forms) in iWeb as there
are in COCA, and 137 times as many types as in BNC. So while a small 100
million word corpus may provide examples of some creative uses of derivational
morphemes in the language, it is in a very large corpus like iWeb that we can
truly appreciate the full range of morphological and lexical creativity.

4. The advantages of very large corpora for lexis and meaning
The advantages of very large corpora are not limited to investigations of
syntactic and morphological variation. The very large Sketch Engine corpora, for
example, stress the advantages in terms of word level phenomena like word
frequency and word meaning, and these are the phenomena that we will briefly
consider in this section.
Consider first lexis, as seen through the lens of word frequency. Figure 2 is
from https://www.wordandphrase.info/new, and these tables show words in
COCA (560 million words) at three different frequency levels: near word #12,200,
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words near #24,200, and words near #44,200. (Note that the rank order (e.g.
#12,200) is actually a function of the raw word frequency, as well as the
dispersion, or how well the word is spread across the different sections of the
corpus).

Figure 2. Words near #12200, 24200, and 44200 in the COCA word frequency list

There are a number of interesting points that we could make about the types of
words at these three different frequency “strata”, such as the high degree of
hyphenated and academic words at the lower frequency level, or the fact that
the more frequent words include more verbs and adverbs. But for the purposes
of our discussion here, consider the frequency of the words at each of these
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frequency levels in COCA. Near word #12,200 they occur about 1200 times each,
decreasing to about 300 tokens for words near #24,200, and then about 50-60
tokens for words near #44,200.
Consider now the words near #12,200, #24,200, and #44,200 in iWeb. (These
are taken from the “Browse” word listing at the iWeb website).

Figure 3. Words near #12200, 24200, and 44200 in the iWeb word frequency list

Notice the average number of tokens for the words at these different frequency
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levels in iWeb. Near #12,200 it is about 37,000 tokens (vs about 1,200 in COCA);
near #24,200 it is about 8,100 tokens (vs about 300 in COCA); and near #44,200
it is about 1,400 tokens in iWeb (compared to about 50-60 in COCA).
One might argue that 300 tokens would be adequate, which is what one
would have for words near word #24,200 in COCA. But in terms of word-level
phenomena like collocates, it really is not sufficient. Consider for example the
word alabaster (“a fine-grained, translucent form of gypsum, typically white, often
carved into ornaments”). This word is #24,285 in COCA, and it occurs 290 times
in that corpus (see Figure 2 above). In iWeb alabaster is actually a bit lower at
word #28,576, and it occurs about 5,300 times in iWeb. Figure 4 comes from the
“collocates” display for alabaster in iWeb:

Figure 4. Collocates of alabaster in iWeb

As one can see, there is very rich collocational data in iWeb, even for a word
that is down near #30,000 in the list. There are 97 different noun collocates of
alabaster in iWeb that occur 10 times or more. In COCA, however, the data is
much more sparse. There are only three noun collocates that occur 10 times or
more: skin, face, and marble.

Figure 5. Noun collocates of alabaster in COCA
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In the British National Corpus, there are no noun collocates that occur 10 times
or more (or even 5 times or more).

Figure 6. Noun collocates of alabaster in the BNC

To take just one more mid-frequency example, panini (“a grilled sandwich made
with Italian bread”) is word #31,000 in iWeb. The word occurs about 4,280 times
in the corpus, and thus the collocates are quite informative. In total, there are
106 noun collocates that occur 7 times or more in iWeb:

Figure 7. Collocates of panini in iWeb

In COCA the word panini only has three nouns (sandwich, salad, and grill) that
occur seven times or more (see Figure 8), and in the BNC there are none.

Figure 8. Noun collocates of panini in COCA
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In this section we have given only two examples of medium-frequency words
(alabaster and panini), but the same holds true for most other medium-frequency
(and certainly lower-frequency) words.
There is no magical word frequency limit at which the collocates are frequent
enough to be helpful and meaningful. But to give some idea of the robustness
of collocates at a given word frequency range, consider the lemmas with a
frequency of about 500 tokens in the BNC. These would be (adj) Portuguese,
tedious, split, congressional, dire, contracting, pioneering, incoming, stern, youthful; (noun)
freezer, crossroads, thinker, charcoal, curse, countess, policy-making, aggregate, nostril, lyrics;
and (verb) sanction, accustom, bypass, banish, tense, enroll, outweigh, border, augment,
unload. Assume that we want seven tokens of a node word + collocate, e.g. dire
+ consequence, dire + need, or dire + warning. Looking just at noun collocates, and
with a collocational span of 4 words left / 4 words right, there are an average
of about 14 collocates that occur at least 7 times with each the ten adjectives
listed above (Portuguese, tedious…), an average of about 8 collocates that occur at
least 7 times with the nouns, and an average of about 12 collocates that occur at
least 7 times with the verbs.
Again, there is no magical number of times that each collocate should occur
with a given node word. But assuming that the results just shown are towards
the lower end of what we would want as far as collocates, then we might want
at least 500 tokens of a given lemma in order to have this minimal number of
collocates. And if so, the following are some words that would not meet this
threshold of 500 tokens in the BNC: (adj) diabetic, organized, aristocratic, brisk,
intolerable, triumphant, luxurious, rhythmic, irrational, rewarding, stained, economical,
discrete, mystical, perpetual, woolen, lifelong, homogeneous, inexperienced, sentimental;
(noun) mustard, groom, parlor, clip, camel, parrot, bruise, digestion, homeland, ensemble,
carcinoma, shuttle, flute, crane, diver, tub, patio, shutter, cuisine, mint; (verb) unload,
hamper, gesture, sting, shield, lobby, reclaim, disappoint, lessen, flap, revolve, reap, stray,
blind, nick, log, contaminate, enrich, prosper, discern. For words such as these (some of
which will probably seem like fairly common and well-known to native speakers
of English), we need much larger corpora, like iWeb.
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5. The challenges of very large corpora
To this point we have only discussed the advantages of very large corpora
(like iWeb), in the domains of syntax, morphology, lexis, and word meaning and
usage (via collocates). But very large corpora also bring their challenges and
disadvantages, at least potentially. In this section we will discuss the issue of
efficiently searching such large corpora, and well as the issue of “granularity”.

5.1 Search speed
In terms of search speed, many large corpora are relatively slow, because
there is so much data to search through. For example, Table 4 shows (in the
rightmost column) the actual search times in seconds for some strings in the
Sketch Engine “English Web 2015” (enTenTen15) corpus, which is about 19
billion words (compared to about 14 billion words for iWeb). Note that Sketch
Engine divides the search into two parts – finding all matching concordance
lines, and then finding the frequency of the matching strings – and the numbers
here represent the total of these two searches.
Table 4. Search times in various corpora
Corpus
BNC
COCA
GloWbE
iWeb
Corpus size
100m
560m
1,900m
13,900m
better to VERB
1.6
1.9
2.2
2.4
even more ADJ
1.7
2.5
2.7
3.1
best NOUN
1.6
2.5
4.0
4.3
if they VERB
1.8
2.5
3.8
1.1
has been _vvn (has been fixed)
2.3
3.2
4.1
1.4
can PRON VERB
2.0
2.6
4.4
1.1
VERB some NOUN
3.4
4.2
4.5
1.1
the _jjt NOUN (the biggest piece)
3.4
4.2
4.5
1.5
the NOUN
12.4
*
NA
1.6
ADJ NOUN
6.4
NA
NA
1.7

SketchEng
19,000m
32
36
66
24
15
23
57
75
126
188

Part of the reason that Sketch Engine is rather slow is because it apparently
parses the search string linearly. In other words, a search like the stretcher is (65
tokens in enTenTen15) takes about 28 seconds, which is almost as much as the
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much more frequent string the story is (55,890 tokens; 30 seconds). Apparently,
the search algorithm searches for all tokens of the (which is of course extremely
common), and only after it finds these does it check to see if the following word
is story or stretcher, etc. Therefore, even one high frequency word (especially if it
is at the beginning of the search string) creates real problems.
As Table 4 indicates, the BYU corpora are much faster than the Sketch
Engine corpora. For example, the search better to VERB in iWeb takes about 2.4
seconds, which is about 13 times as fast as enTenTen15, even though
enTenTen15 is only about 35% bigger than iWeb. (So taking into account the
larger size in Sketch Engine, iWeb is still about 9-10 as fast as Sketch Engine.)
Part of this is because of the way that searches are done in the BYU corpora.
The search string is first parsed to find the least frequent “slot”. For example, in
the example of the story is and the stretcher is (shown above), the search would
look for story or stretcher, and only then does it look for cases whether they are
preceded by the, which makes the search much faster.
Perhaps even more interesting than the comparison of the BYU corpora and
Sketch Engine is the fact that corpus size has much less of an impact on search
times with the BYU corpus architecture than it does with other architectures. For
example, one might imagine that the two billion word GloWbE corpus might be
about 20 times as slow as the 100 million word British National Corpus. But in
fact it is typically less than twice as slow. Even more surprising is the
comparison of the two billion word GloWbE corpus and the 14 billion word
iWeb corpus. In the case of searches like better to VERB, even more ADJ, or best
NOUN, iWeb is just about 10% slower than GloWbE, rather than the 700%
slower that corpus size alone would suggest. The reason for this is the fact that
the BYU corpus architecture is built on top of relational databases (specifically
SQL Server). This architecture uses many indexes (especially clustered indexes),
which speed things up immensely.
Perhaps the most interesting fact is that for the highest frequency searches (if
they VERB, has been _vvn, ADJ NOUN, etc), iWeb is actually faster than COCA
(which is 1/25th the size) or the BNC (1/140th the size). This is because iWeb
quickly parses the search string “slot by slot” (as described above), and it knows
that these strings will be very high frequent. For these searches, rather than
searching the main corpus databases, it uses “n-grams tables” with the top 10
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million or top 100 million for each of the 2-grams (two word strings), 3-grams,
4-grams, and 5-grams in iWeb. Searching through these n-grams databases is
much faster than searching through all 14 billion words of data. In essence, then,
there are virtually no searches in iWeb that would take more than 4-5 seconds
to search the 14 billion words of data (and most take just 1-2 seconds), whereas
in Sketch Engine (or even the other BYU corpora, which don’t use n-grams),
these queries would take 100-200 times as long, or perhaps even just “time out”.
The ability to carry out searches involving high frequency words is not just
of theoretical interest. Just as the ability to send spacecraft into orbit around the
Earth allowed us to see entire continents at once, the ability to quickly search for
virtually anything in the 14 billion words allows us to look at phrases and
constructions that would otherwise be too large to investigate. For example,
consider the “way construction” discussed above: make your way to, find their way
into, worked his way through, navigate your way through, etc. In iWeb it takes just 2-3
seconds for this search, whereas it is more than 60 seconds in the enTenTen15
corpus. An example of another search with high frequency “slots” is the
“quotative like construction” (cf. Tagliamonte and D'Arcy 2004, Buchstaller and
D'Arcy 2009, Barbieri 2009), which takes less than two seconds to find all of the
strings like and I was like , ‘That has to change’ or and I was like ,' Well, we just kind
of did this and this.'.
Even higher frequency constructions are very doable, such as from ADJ to
ADJ (e.g. from bad to worse, from high to low, from good to great) or VERB POSS
NOUN PREP (e.g. get your hands on, increase your chances of, try your hand at, take my
word for). In each case, the search takes just 1-2 seconds in iWeb (because of its
use of n-grams), whereas it would take 2-3 minutes for just one search in
enTenTen15 from SketchEngine.

5.2 Blob of data
The other challenge with very large corpora is that they are essentially just
a huge “blob” of data, and it is difficult or impossible to restrict the search to
only a particular part of the corpus. In iWeb it is very easy to limit the search
to a particular part of the corpus. Suppose that users want to create a corpus
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dealing with Buddhism, solar energy, basketball, or Harry Potter. In iWeb they
simply search for a given word or phrase like Buddhism, and in less than one
second it will suggest what it thinks are the best sites (using calculations similar
to the log likelihood score), such as those shown in Figure 9:

Figure 9. Creating Virtual Corpora

Other large corpora have been created by basically just wandering from website
to website, gathering random web pages. This means that the vast majority of
websites might have just 2-3 pages, which makes searching by website rather
meaningless. But in iWeb, the nearly 100,000 websites have any average of 245
web pages and 140,000 words of data, and no website has less than 30 web
pages or 10,000 words. So when we search for a topic like Buddhism, solar
energy, basketball, or Harry Potter, the matching websites really do deal with
this topic. Evidence for this can be found in Figure 9, which shows the most
useful keywords for each of the websites in the Buddhism search, and similar
keyword data is available for all of the nearly 100,000 websites. Users simply
select the desired websites from the list shown, and they can select hundreds of
different websites, containing tens of millions of words of data. It takes just 5-6
seconds to enter the search terms, browse through the websites, and create a
Virtual Corpus on almost any topic. As Figure 10 shows, these Virtual Corpora
can be on fairly broad topics (e.g. Buddhism, basketball, investment, or linguistics), or
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very narrow topics (like dachsund, carburetor, intentionality, iPhone, or aquifer):

Figure 10. Examples of Virtual Corpora

Once a Virtual Corpora has been created, users can browse the websites in that
corpus, add or delete websites, compare the frequency of a word or phrase or
grammatical construction in their different Virtual Corpora, and most
importantly limit their search to a particular Virtual Corpus (for words, phrases,
collocates, or even syntactic constructions). They can also see the keywords from
a given Virtual Corpus (Figure 11, for keyword from the Buddhism virtual
corpora) and see any of these keywords in context in the particular Virtual
Corpus (Figure 12):
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Figure 11. Keywords from a Virtual Corpus

Figure 12. Concordance lines for a keyword from a Virtual Corpus

A corpus with 10-20 billion words can be overwhelming. But the ability to
quickly create and use Virtual Corpora makes the corpus much more
manageable.

6. Lexically-oriented searches in iWeb
Linguists tend to use corpora to look at things like syntactic and semantic
variation. But many language teachers and learners use corpora to look at
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detailed information on specific words – in a sense, rather like a “high-powered”
dictionary or thesaurus. The iWeb corpus has been designed from the ground up
to meet the needs of these users as well.
After creating a clean, accurate list of the top 60,000 words (lemmas) in
iWeb, users can easily and quickly browse through that list. Samples of words at
#3,600, #23,600, and #43,600 are shown in Figure 13:

Figure 13. Frequency lists from iWeb; near words #3600, 23600, 43600

For each word, users can hear the pronunciation, find the word used in videos,
see a picture of the concept (from Google Images), find a translation into the
language of their choice, and of course click on a word for much more detailed
information, as is discussed below.
Of course users can also search through this 60,000 word list as well. For
example, Figure 14 shows a basic search for words with *break*, starting at
word 25,000 in the 60,000 word list.
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Figure 14. Searching through the top 60,000 words

Users can even search by pronunciation, which is very useful, considering the
notorious difficulty of English orthography. For example, Figure 15 shows the
results of a search for two syllable words that are accented on the second
syllable, which rhyme with stay (notice the spellings in –ay, -ey, -e, and -et:

Figure 15. Searching by pronunciation
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In terms of information on words, perhaps the most useful feature is the ability
to see a wealth of information on each of the top 60,000 words in the corpus.
Because each of these word-level pages have already been created ahead of time,
each of them can by displayed in one second or less.
Each of the 60,000 words has a “home page” that shows the frequency,
definition, links to pronunciation, images, videos, and translations, as well as
collocates, related topics, word clusters, websites, and concordance lines. For each
of these features, users can click to see a more complete display, as will be
shown below. In other words, the “home page” is basically a summary of the
top results from each of these more complete pages.
The first of these more detailed pages is the “dictionary” page, which
duplicates some of the information from the word “home page”, including
provides definitions and links to pronunciation, images, videos, and translations.
But it also includes detailed frequency information (including range across the
corpus), word forms and their frequency, related words, synonyms, and
WordNet entries (hypernyms and hyponyms), as in the entry for stream in Figure
16.

Figure 16. “Dictionary” page (for stream)

There is also a “collocates” page for each of the top 60,000 words (as in Figure
17, for bread), which groups the collocates by part of speech, and which shows
the most frequent position of the collocate with regards to the node word, the
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Mutual Information score, a link to see the node word and collocate in context,
and links to see a new collocates page for any of the linked collocates (in this
way, users can browse through a network of related words). Users can also sort
by Mutual Information and limit the collocates by frequency (via “Advanced
Options”).

Figure 17. “Collocates” page (for bread)

The collocates page shows nearby words (typically within a span of 4 words left
and 4 words right). But a separate “topics” page shows the co-occurring words
anywhere on the web page. Figure 18 (for ecosystem) compares the topics display
and the collocates display. As with collocates, users can click on any of the
related topics, and thus explore a “chain” of semantically-related concepts.
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Figure 18. “Related topics” page (for ecosystem)

The “word clusters” page shows the most frequent 2, 3, and 4-word strings for
a given word, as in Figure 19 (for bread). Users can also choose how “tight” to
make the clusters, as far as eliminating or including strings with high frequency
words (Figure 19 is set to “tight clusters”).

Figure 19. “Word clusters” page (for bread)
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Another page allows users to see re-sortable concordance lines for any of the top
60,000 words, as in Figure 20. (This sample page is for fathom and is sorted by
words to the left, which shows that the word is nearly always preceded by negation).

Figure 20. “Keyword in Context” page (for fathom)

Finally, users can find the top websites for each of the top 60,000 words in the
corpus, as in Figure 21 (for coffee). Note that iWeb already knows the top keywords
for each website, which helps users to get a “snapshot” picture of that website.

Figure 21. “Websites” page (for coffee)
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Users can then click on “Create Virtual Corpus”, and within one second they
have a Virtual Corpus with millions of words on a particular topic. As explained
above, they can then limit their searches (words, phrases, collocates) to this
Virtual Corpus, as well as compare features in their different Virtual Corpora.

Figure 22. Virtual Corpus (for coffee)

7. Conclusion
New technologies have allowed corpus creators to create very large,
multi-billion word corpora from texts on the web. These large corpora allow
researchers to examine a wide range of syntactic, morphological, lexical, and
semantic phenomena in ways that would be quite impossible with a much
smaller 100 million or 500 million word corpus. The challenge, however, is to
not be overwhelmed with these immense, “blobs” of data. With the right corpus
architecture, users can search through 14 billion words of data (as in iWeb) in
not much more time that it would take to search a corpus less than 1/100th that
size (as with the British National Corpus). In addition, users can quickly and
easily create Virtual Corpora for words and topics of interest, and then search
just with those Virtual Corpora, and compare across them.
Many corpora are oriented more towards linguists, with the ability to search
by word, lemma, and part of speech. The iWeb corpus allows all of these, and
more. For example, the search in brackets { VERB * =EXPENSIVE @clothes } would
find any verb + any word + any form (hence the caps) of any synonym of
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expensive + any word in a customized “clothes” wordlist that they have created
(e.g. bought some expensive shoes, wearing some costly shoes). And because of the
advanced corpus architecture, even a complex query like this would take just 1-2
seconds to search the entire 14 billion words in the corpus.
But iWeb is also designed for learners and teachers – not just linguists. In
this sense, perhaps the most useful features are the ability to search through the
top 60,000 words (by word form, part of speech, word frequency, and even
pronunciation) and then to see a wealth of information on each of these words
– including frequency information, definition, links to pronunciation, images, and
videos; word forms, related words, and synonyms; and collocates, related topics,
word clusters, concordance lines, and related websites.
In summary, the right corpus architecture and interface allows users to easily
access extremely large amounts of data, in ways that would have been
unthinkable 10-15 years ago – all of which can help to transform teaching,
learning, and research.
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